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## APPENDIX - I

**NAME OF THE SCHOOLS SELECTED FOR THE PRESENT STUDY:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No.</th>
<th>Name of the School</th>
<th>No. of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Johstone Higher Secondary School</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Model Higher Secondary School</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Usha Bhavan High School.</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX - II

QUESTIONNAIRE

TOPIC:

"Study on Highly Creative and Low Creative Adolescents Studying in Class-IX in High Schools of Imphal District."

Battery for Assessment of Creativity

Supervisor

Dr. L. Ibotombi Singh
Department of Education
Manipur University
Canchipur.

Investigator

Hijam Bimolini Devi
M.A. Final Year
Department of Education
VERBAL FORM

1. A boy was playing ball when he broke a neighbour's window. When his mother accused him of doing it, the boy said, 'I did not break the window, Tomba did'.

   a) Why did the boy lie in that way?
   b) Have you ever told lies like this?

   2 min.

2. Suppose you are very angry with someone you know well, but don't want to say it. How many ways can you think of to show someone you are angry without saying it directly?

   a) You can show them by ... ... ... ... ing.
   b) You can make it clear ... ... ... ... ing.
   c) You can let them know it by ... ... ... ... ing.
   d) By ... ... ... ... ing them.

   5 min.

3. I am much too shy to tell a certain person I am in love with them. How can I show it?
   a) 
   b) 
   c) 
   d) 

   3 min.
4. I go two kilometres towards east, I turn right and go one kilometre. I turn right and go one kilometre again. In which direction am I now from my starting place?
   
a) North East.
b) North West
c) South West
d) South East
e) None of these.

   5 min.

5. Which one of the following does not belong to the group formed by the other four?
   
a) Orange
b) Onion
c) Tomato
d) Cabbage
e) Potato

   1 min.

6. When an electric light is off in a home how you will find out its defecates?
   
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

   4 min.

7. What kind of colour you will paint on the roof of your house? Give reason?

   5 min.
8. Suppose if you get rupees one lakh from the lottery how you will spent it?

9. When your kitchen swarming with flies! How can you get rid of them?
   a) How about ... ... ... ing?
   b) What about ... ... ... ing?
   c) One way would be to ... ... ... 
   d) Any other means.

10. In a court you are a judge. You must decide how long to send accused to the prison for. The minimum is three months. The maximum is the real life sentence. You can also acquit.
   a) The accused was a pilot who dropped an atom bomb on your city, killing 2 lakhs people and injuring many more.
   b) Accused is a student who had assaulted his teacher, when the teacher caught him red-handed at the time of copying in the examination.
   c) Five teachers were sitting not far from the class-room and watched the fight between three teenage boys at one side with a fourth boy on the other side. They did nothing and are accused of the wrong full act.

   5 min.
NON-VERBAL FORM

Do not open this booklet until you are told to do so.
1. Two of the eight basketball players above look enough alike to be twins. Can you single them out.

2 min.

2. Which one of these four squirrels reaches the acorn?

2 min.
3.

How many faces do you observe in and about the circus car above?  

2 min.

4.

Insert the digits 1-5 in blank squares of the diagram so that each horizontal, vertical and diagonal row contains each of the five numbers just once.

One row of numbers is already in place.

5 min.

5.

Do a simple drawing in which you include the items listed below:

House, Water, Tree, Sun, Snake, Garden Road.  

10 min.
6.

Find the odd man out.

2 min.

7.

Look at the above diagram. How many spaces are there which are in the rectangle but not in the triangle?

a) 1  

b) 3  

c) 5  

d) 4  

e) 7  

2 min.

8.

A shop-keeper uses the word MARKETING instead of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to make the prices on his articles. He wanted to mark an article for Rs. 4/50 np. What did he put on it as his secret mark?

a) E/AK  

b) A/IN  

c) R/TE  

d) I/KG  

e) K/EN  

2 min.

P.I.O.
9. Look at the blots from every angle. What can you see? Write sentences.

a) It is like ............
b) It reminds me of ............
c) It looks like ............
d) I get the impression of ............
e) It gives me the impression of ............
f) It is a kind of ............
g) That might be ............
h) Could it be ............

8 min.
Look at these two photographs and tell in brief your impression.